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Comprehensive long-span paired-end-tag mapping
reveals characteristic patterns of structural variations
in epithelial cancer genomes
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Somatic genome rearrangements are thought to play important roles in cancer development. We optimized a long-span

paired-end-tag (PET) sequencing approach using 10-Kb genomic DNA inserts to study human genome structural varia-

tions (SVs). The use of a 10-Kb insert size allows the identification of breakpoints within repetitive or homology-containing

regions of a few kilobases in size and results in a higher physical coverage compared with small insert libraries with the

same sequencing effort. We have applied this approach to comprehensively characterize the SVs of 15 cancer and two

noncancer genomes and used a filtering approach to strongly enrich for somatic SVs in the cancer genomes. Our analyses

revealed that most inversions, deletions, and insertions are germ-line SVs, whereas tandem duplications, unpaired in-

versions, interchromosomal translocations, and complex rearrangements are over-represented among somatic rear-

rangements in cancer genomes. We demonstrate that the quantitative and connective nature of DNA–PET data is precise

in delineating the genealogy of complex rearrangement events, we observe signatures that are compatible with breakage-

fusion-bridge cycles, and we discover that large duplications are among the initial rearrangements that trigger genome

instability for extensive amplification in epithelial cancers.

[Supplemental material is available for this article. The sequencing data from this study have been submitted to NCBI

Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo) under accession no. GSE26954.]

Genomic alterations are a major characteristic of human cancers.

Inherited susceptibility alleles can increase the risk for cancer de-

velopment and epigenetic changes; somatic mutations including

genome rearrangements are believed to drive the development and

progressionofhumanmalignancies (Sadikovic et al. 2008). Individual
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tumors frequently exhibit different patterns of somatic mutations,

gene copy-number variations (CNV), differential gene expression

profiles, and epigenetic modifications (Weir et al. 2007; The Can-

cer Genome Atlas Research Network 2008). Most of the currently

identified genes associated with cancers contribute to oncogenesis

as a result of somatic genome rearrangements that result in fusion

transcripts or transcriptional deregulation (Largo et al. 2006).

Traditional cytogenetic methods, such as spectral karyotyping

(SKY), fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), and array compar-

ative genomic hybridization (aCGH), are valuable tools for the

analysis of (cancer) genome structural alterations. Although each of

the methods bears individual advantages, they all have specific

limitations regarding resolution, throughput, and the ability to

detect balanced translocations, respectively. Recent advances in

DNA sequencing technologies render it possible to systematically

identify the majority of genomic rearrangements using genomic

DNA–paired-end-tag (DNA–PET) sequencing and mapping strategy

(Fullwood et al. 2009). This strategy has been applied using short

genomic DNA fragments for human genome analysis (Korbel et al.

2007; Campbell et al. 2008; Wheeler et al. 2008), but has not been

fully exploited for the identification of the different types of struc-

tural variations (SVs) and their joint architecture, primarily because

of cost and the complexity of the analysis.

One of the limitations in the use of short DNA fragments (200–

500 bp) for mapping SVs of human cancer genomes as reported in

previous studies (Campbell et al. 2008; Stephens et al. 2009) is that

such a method is highly dependent on the local complexity of DNA

sequence features and requires more sequencing to achieve compa-

rable physical (fragment) coverage. Although short insert libraries

have an advantage to identify subkilobase-level SVs, many rear-

rangements will be missed due to genomic features such as short re-

petitive sequences, duplicated segments, or segmental transpositions.

In theory, large DNA fragments for DNA–PET analysis would have

benefits over short fragments in the analysis of complicated DNA

sequence features (Fullwoodet al. 2009). This is especially pertinent in

cancer genomes harboring complex rearrangements and copy-num-

ber imbalances. We have performed DNA–PET mapping using frag-

ment sizes of 1, 10, and 20 Kb, and have found that 10 Kb is the

optimal fragment size for SV analysis. Here, we report the character-

istics of the genomic architectures of two epithelial cancers, i.e., breast

and gastric cancers. We comprehensively mapped genome SVs of

eight breast cancer samples including five primary breast cancer tu-

mors and three well-established cell lines (MCF-7, T47D, and SKBR3),

five gastric cancer samples including four primary gastric cancer tu-

mors, and one cell line (TMK1). These are contrasted to genomes of

a colon cancer cell line (HCT116), a chronic myelogenous leukemia

(CML) cell line (K562), and two normal individuals (an African and

a European). Cross comparison of the cancer and normal genomic

maps enabled us to distinguish possible somatic rearrangements from

germ-line events and revealed characteristic patterns of SVs that are

prominent in breast and gastric cancer genomes. Using the connec-

tivity andquantitativenature of theDNA–PETdata,wedelineated the

genealogy of rearrangement events involved in amplified regions in

individual cancer genomes and elucidated potential underlying

mechanisms involved in cancer genome instability and aneuploidy.

Results

Genomic DNA–PET sequencing and mapping

The genomic DNAs of 17 human genomes were sheared randomly

and gel purified. Fragments ;10 Kb in length were selected from

the gel, except in case of breast tumor 13, where 5-Kb fragments

were selected due to limited DNA quality. The DNA fragments of

each genome were processed for PET construction and paired-end

sequencing analysis (Supplemental Fig. 1). In total, we generated

>25.9 Gb of DNA sequence derived from >476 million non-

redundant PET sequences from these 17 genomes, and achieved,

on average, 81-fold physical (fragment) coverage of each genome

(Supplemental Tables 1, 2). Some libraries (n = 5) with larger frag-

ment size and more sequence reads have achieved more than 100-

fold physical coverage. The vast majority of PET sequences (89%)

were mapped to the reference genome concordantly (concordant

PET or cPET) with expected mapping patterns (59tag ! 39tag) and

expectedmapping distance (Supplemental Figs. 2, 3; Supplemental

Table 3; Supplemental text). The density of the cPETs in any region

of the genome was used to reveal chromosomal copy-number

variations (Supplemental text; Supplemental Figs. 4–8; Supple-

mental Tables 4, 5). The rest of the PETs (11%) mapped discor-

dantly (discordant PET or dPET) to the reference genome (wrong

paired tag orientation, distance, etc.) (Supplemental Fig. 9). These

dPETs provide information about bona fide genomic rearrange-

ments, but include technical noise due to chimeric ligation prod-

ucts during library construction and tag mapping artifacts. Arti-

factual chimeric ligation products are expected to be randomly

scattered over the genome, whereas true rearrangements will be

represented by dPET clusters with multiple counts, and we con-

sidered nonidentical but overlapping dPETs as likely representing

real genomic aberrations.

Detection of rearrangement points and structural

variations (SVs)

To distinguish the dPET sequences mapping over rearrangement

points from technical noise, we used the PET-mapping overlap

scheme (Supplemental Fig. 10; Supplemental Methods) and con-

sidered three or more overlapping dPETs as reliable PET mapping

across potential rearrangement points (Supplemental text; Sup-

plemental Fig. 11; Supplemental Table 6). A rearrangement point

is the junction of two genomic breakpoints. The numbers of

rearrangement points identified by dPET clusters with three or

more PETs in the 17 genomes ranged from 242 in breast tumor

5 to 1255 in the gastric cancer cell line TMK1 (Supplemental Table 1).

The low sequence (base pair) coverage and the short sequence tag

length of 25 bp did not allow an efficient assembly of breakpoints.

To validate the SVs predicted by dPET clusters, we tested 336 sites

passing the $3 dPETs criterion by genomic PCR and sequencing,

and confirmed 244 (72.6%, Supplemental Tables 7, 8). The re-

mainder either showed no PCR product or gavemany bands due to

sequence complexity at the junction regions (i.e., short sequence

homologies across the genome). By plotting the increasing curve

of dPET clusters against the sequencing depth (nonredundant

PETs), it is estimated that with 27 million or more nonredundant

PETs, we would be able to identify ;80% of SVs that could be

discovered by this technology (Supplemental Fig. 12). We calcu-

lated that by using standard short-tag sequencing strategies with

500-bp fragments, we would require 540 million nonredundant

PET reads tomatch this threshold.Most of the 17 genome data sets

were either above or close to this mark, except that of three breast

tumors (BT1, BT2, BT5), which had only 10 or 5 million non-

redundant PET sequences for approximately only 40%–50% of

SVs. In our later analyses, we noted that these three tumors showed

under-representation of SVs most likely due to lack of comparable

coverage.
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Based on the mapping patterns of dPET clusters that define

rearrangement points, various types of SVs can be deduced (Fig. 1;

Methods). In addition to isolated SVs, of which architectures can

be clearly classified by up to three rearrangement points, we ob-

served a significant number of SVs that were connected by multi-

ple dPET clusters to form complex rearrangement units in which

the exact architecture was complicated by overlapping of multiple

SV events. Therefore, we classified four or more connected SVs as

‘‘complex’’ (Fig. 1; Supplemental Fig. 13; Supplemental Table 9;

Supplemental text). Comparing the dPET cluster sizes of the

established SV categories, we found larger cluster sizes for deletions

and inversions compared with the other SV categories (Supple-

mental text; Supplemental Fig. 14).

Collectively, the concordant and discordant DNA–PET map-

ping data constitute the comprehensive SV map for each cancer

and normal genome (Fig. 2), displaying the precise genome ar-

chitecture and quantitative measurements of copy-number varia-

tions. For example, the SV map of K562 showed the accurate

position of the known BCR–ABL1 translocation between chro-

mosomes 9 and 22 (Groffen et al. 1984; Daley et al. 1990;

Heisterkamp et al. 1990) and the previously reported BCAS3–

BCAS4 fusion between chromosomes 17 and 20 in MCF-7 (Ruan

et al. 2007).

Characteristics of SVs in cancer genomes

The structural maps of the 17 genomes should include both germ-

line and somatic SVs, as well as mapping artifacts and assembly

errors in the reference genome sequence. We reasoned that if

a particular SV was shared among all 17 genomes, this would most

likely represent a rare allele or an assembly error in the reference

genome. If an SV was observed in multiple, but not all genomes, it

would most possibly represent a germ-line SV that was accumu-

lated in human populations through evolution history. In con-

trast, if an SV was unique to one particular cancer genome, then it

might be considered as derived somatically. Thus, we conducted

comparative analysis of all SVs identified by dPET mapping in the

17 genomes, and found 57 different SVs that were common in at

least 16 of the 17 genomes (Supplemental Fig. 15; Supplemental

Table 10); 1290 SVs that were shared by multiple genomes (two to

15 genomes; Supplemental Table 11), indicating potential ‘‘germ-

line’’ origin; 4527 SVs that were unique to single genomes (Sup-

plemental Table 12), of which 4489 SVs were found only in cancer

genomes, and which we considered as, most likely, ‘‘somatic’’

events. The median fraction of uniquely observed SVs in the 15

cancer genomes was 26.3% compared with 7.2% in 16 normal

genomes (including DNA–PET data of 14 additional normal ge-

nomes; P = 4.46 3 10�7; Supplemental Fig. 16), suggesting that

a large fraction (1–7.2/26.3 = 72.6%) of unique SVs in cancer ge-

nomes was of somatic origin. The PCR validation rate for multiply

observed SVs was higher than the rate for uniquely observed SVs

(78.4% vs. 69.2%, respectively), indicating a higher false discovery

rate for the unique category. Comparing the 17 samples, we found

62 and 96 unique SVs, respectively, in the normal genomes, which

could represent novel private germ-line SVs. We also found an

average of 115 in breast tumors (range: 43–306), 344 in gastric

tumors (range: 73–669), 428 in breast cancer cell lines (range: 104–

651), and 584 in the single gastric cancer cell line, TMK1. Although

Figure 1. Structural variations (SVs) identified by dPET clusters of 15 cancer and two normal genomes. Column ‘‘Interpretation’’ indicates the genomic
structure of the sequenced genome deduced from the mapping pattern of the dPET clusters to the human reference sequence (mapping to reference).
Dark red arrows represent 59 anchor regions and pink arrows represent 39 anchor regions. Gray, blue, and red horizontal lines represent chromosomal
segments. Red arrows indicate orientation of chromosomal segments. Asterisks indicate that clusters have been used for more than one insertion.
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the comparison of the European and African normal samples with

European (breast tumors) and East-Asian (gastric tumors) cancer

samples is not straightforward, the increase of unique SVs in pri-

mary tumors and cell lines can be explained by somatic rear-

rangements. Some SV classes appear to be more likely germ-line

variants than others. Most inversions and intrachromosomal in-

sertions found in the 17 genomes were highly shared among

multiple genomes and were significantly represented in the two

normal genomes, suggesting that the majority of SVs in these two

categories are most likely of ‘‘germ-line’’ origin (Fig. 3). Most of the

isolated deletions and interchromosomal insertions could also be

considered ‘‘germ-line’’ SVs. In contrast, tandem duplications,

isolated translocations, unpaired inversions, and complex rear-

rangements were over-represented in genome-unique ‘‘somatic’’

SVs (Fig. 3).

As noDNA samples of paired noncancer (normal) tissues were

available for the 15 cancer genomes, we used the SVs identified in

12 unrelated normal individuals, two of this study and 10 pub-

lished previously (Korbel et al. 2007; Kidd et al. 2008), to filter and

thereby strongly enrich the set of cancer SVs for somatic events

(Supplemental text; Supplemental Fig. 17). Since the aim of this

project was to analyze the general characteristics of genome

structural changes in breast and gastric cancer, the strong enrich-

ment for somatic events was considered sufficient. Using the

Figure 2. Karyo-genomicmaps of 15 cancer and two normal human genomes. Genomes are arranged in a circular manner with SV categories arranged
in concentric layers as indicated on the top, left. Circular plots have been generated using Circos (Krzywinski et al. 2009).
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common SV filtering approach, we classified the SVs of the 15

cancer genomes that were shared with normal genomes in this

study or in previous reports (Korbel et al. 2007; Kidd et al. 2008) as

‘‘normal genome SVs’’ (n = 5105), and the SVs found only in at least

one of the 15 cancer genomes but not represented in normal ge-

nomes as ‘‘cancer genome SVs’’ (n = 6410; Supplemental Fig. 18).

Most cancer SVs (87.3%) were identified only in one genome,

whereas normal SVs were mostly shared bymultiple genomes (Fig.

3; Supplemental Fig. 19). This suggests that most cancer-specific

SVs are likely to be private mutations. We could not identify re-

current rearrangements among our breast and gastric cancer

samples, respectively (Supplemental text; Supplemental Tables

13, 14), and observed only regional overlap of potential somatic

SVs in MCF-7 and SKBR3 with SVs reported in a recent analysis of

breast cancer genomes by paired-end short-fragment sequencing

(Stephens et al. 2009; Supplemental Table 15; Supplemental text).

We also investigated whether the segmental size of SVs in-

volved in cancer genomes has some specific characteristics. In-

terestingly, the sizes of tandem duplications of breast and gastric

cancers were clearly larger than those found in normal genomes

(median tandem duplication size in normals—22 Kb vs. 100 Kb

in breast cancer cell lines [P = 8 3 10�6], 143 Kb in gastric tumors

[P = 4.53 10�4], and 91 Kb in TMK1 [P = 53 10�4]; Supplemental

Fig. 20). The size of unpaired inversions was also larger than that

of other SV categories. Comparedwith normal genomes, the size of

unpaired inversions was significantly larger in breast-cancer cell

lines (P = 0.007). Inversions and insertions did not show significant

size differences between cancer and normal.

Characteristics of breakpoints

We investigated the sequence features of germ-line vs. potential

somatic breakpoints and observed that significantly more normal

SVs (from germ-line DNA) had breakpoint sequence homology

than cancer SVs, with striking differences for tandem duplications,

unpaired inversions, and complex rearrangements: ;60% of the

normal category had breakpoint homology as compared with

;20% of the cancer category (Supplemental Fig. 21, P < 10�15).

This result suggests that nonhomology-based rearrangements are

characteristic for cancer genomes, which is in accordance with the

understanding that a significant proportion of normal SVs is me-

diated by nonallelic homologous recombination (NAHR), whereas

the majority of somatic events in rearranged cancer genomes is

based onnonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) (Raphael et al. 2008;

Hampton et al. 2009). Further, we investigated the impact of SVs

on genes (Supplemental Figs. 22, 23; Supplemental Tables 9, 17;

Supplemental text) (a detailed analysis of the genes affected by

SVs of the eight breast cancer genomes is provided by Inaki et al.

[2011]) and found that breakpoints in normal genomes occurred as

frequently in gene deserts as in other regions, whereas cancer

breakpoints were significantly under-represented in gene deserts

compared with expectation (P < 10�15; Supplemental Fig. 24). In-

triguingly, we found that cancer breakpoints were not enriched

within gene bodies but within 10 Kb up- and downstream from

genes (P < 10�15). Taken together, these data suggest that pertur-

bation of gene regulation may be under positive selection in the

evolution of a cancer cell.

Genomic architecture of amplified regions in cancer genomes

A hallmark of cancer genomes is the complex amplification of

DNA segments (Hicks et al. 2006; Jönsson et al. 2007; The Cancer

Genome Atlas Research Network 2008). This is evident in the 15

structural maps of cancer genomes (Fig. 2). Indeed, amplifications

and interchromosomal translocations were observed in both pri-

mary tumors and cancer cell lines. The MCF-7 genome has been

extensively studied by targeted sequencing analyses of the ampli-

fied regions (Volik et al. 2003, 2006; Raphael et al. 2008; Hampton

et al. 2009; Supplemental Table 17; Supplemental text) that have

revealed complicated sequence structures. However, it is still not

clear what events trigger such amplification cascades.

In MCF-7, 26% (268/1047) (Fig. 1) of the rearrangement

points were interconnected into only six highly complex units.

Figure 3. Comparison of SVs across 15 cancer and two normal ge-
nomes. (A–H ) Frequencies (y-axis) of the indicated SV categories are
shown for the individual genomes (x-axis). Cancer groups are separated
by vertical gray lines. Degree of recurrent observation of the same SV is
indicated in I, where 1 represents the observation in one genome and 17
represents the observation in all 17 genomes. ( J ) SVs that were observed in
the normal individual(s) or which were observed in the cancer genomes,
but match those observed in the normal individuals or match by >80%
earlier described events (Korbel et al. 2007; Kidd et al. 2008) are indicated
in dark blue. SVs that were also observed in the other 14 normal in-
dividuals are indicated in light blue. SVs observed only in cancer genomes
are indicated in orange. The x-axis represents the number of genomes that
share a particular SV, and the y-axis represents the frequency.
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The largest of these units involved 205 dPET clusters (Supple-

mental Fig. 13), including mixed types of mapping patterns, with

an over-representation of tandem duplications, unpaired in-

versions, and interchromosomal translocations (Supplemental

Table 18), whichwere tightly associatedwith the amplified regions

on chromosomes 1, 3, 17, and20. In this complexunit, the SVwith

the highest dPET cluster count (cluster size, n = 1176) was mapped

to a highly amplified region on 20q13, representing a tandem

duplication of a large fragment (3.67 Mb) at position 51–55 Mb

(Fig. 4). Double-probed DNA–FISH experiments validated this

rearrangement, and the extensive FISH signals of themixed probes

in linear position and in multiple chromosomal locations in-

dicated that the junction region of this tandem duplication was

further multiplied locally as well as dispatched to other chromo-

somal locations. Thus, this junction appeared as an epicenter for

subordinate dPETclusters that were connected to other parts of the

genome, either intra- or interchromosomally. The dPET clusters to

the left and right of the initial tandem duplication junction were

smaller in size than the initial event, but their sumon each sidewas

comparable to the cluster size of the initial event (Fig. 4; Supple-

mental text). This suggests that the tandem duplication junction

was the origin for the subsequent segmental amplification and

dissemination. The dPET connectivity and PET counts together

delineate a possible genealogy of rearrangements in the MCF-7

genome. We hypothesize that this 3.67-Mb segment in tandem

duplication was the first rearrangement; it then probably created

a state of genomic instability and triggered a cascade of subsequent

rearrangements that centered around the junction point of the

initial tandem duplication, probably by providing the substance

for NAHR. Such recombination could take place between sister

chromatids to result in further linear amplification of this dupli-

cated segment or intrachromatid generating potential ‘‘double

minute’’ constructs that could be further amplified and eventually

inserted in other parts of the genome (Fig. 4I).

The extensive proliferation of this rearranged structure sug-

gests that some driver element(s) were created to favor the selec-

tion of this junction segment during the evolutionary course of

this genome. This tandem duplication juxtaposes the BMP7 gene

immediately downstream of the ZNF217 gene (Fig. 4H), and this

two-gene construct is intact in the minimal core segment that has

been amplified most extensively, suggesting that it was advanta-

geous for its extensive amplification. Quantitative reverse tran-

scription PCR (qRT–PCR) of BMP7 and ZNF217 proved that both

genes are highly expressed in MCF-7 (Supplemental Fig. 25), sug-

gesting that MCF-7 cells achieve high expression of these two

genes through high gene-copy numbers. It is still not entirely

understood how this two-gene locus could functionally achieve

such superior propagation in MCF-7.

Similarly, the SKBR3 genome also has a few complex units of

rearrangements located in highly amplified regions. The largest

complex unit consists of 50 rearrangements (Supplemental Fig.

13). The rearrangement with the highest dPETcluster size (n = 624)

in this genome is also a large tandem duplication (9.1 Mb) and

mapped to chromosome 8 at location 72.8–82 Mb (Supplemental

Fig. 26). It is also involved in highly amplified regions and is

connected to other rearrangement sites. Based on dPET connec-

tivity and PET counts, we reconstructed the amplified regions that

involved at least two levels of subordinate tandem duplications

and an interchromosomal translocation that connected chromo-

some 8 (71.4–82 Mb, 87.2–92.6 Mb, 109.8–129.2 Mb) to chromo-

some 17 (34.5–37.8 Mb). Similar to the amplicon regions in

MCF-7, the SKBR3 data implies that the fusion point created by the

tandem duplication occurred early in the genealogy of this breast

cancer genome, and that subsequent events have led to the am-

plification of that fusion junction.

Primary tumor genomes also have extensive amplifications

(Fig. 2). For instance, breast tumor 14 displayed a local amplifica-

tion on chromosome 9p (Fig. 5), where 8 dPETclusters (PETcounts

>8) were connected to this amplified locus, including four large

tandem duplications, two unpaired inversions, and two deletions.

The deletion with the largest cluster size excises exons 2–6 of

KDM4C (Fig. 5), and the exon 1–7 fusionwas validated by RT–PCR.

KDM4C (also known asGASC1) has been described as an oncogene

in breast cancer (Liu et al. 2009). If translated, this truncated pro-

tein would lack the entire JmjN domain, have a partial JmjC do-

main, and an intact PHD-finger for possible new function.

We observed many long-distance unpaired inversions in the

breast and gastric cancer genomes, which could indicate the in-

version of whole chromosomal arms, large inversions or inverted

insertions involved in further rearrangements, or a failure to detect

the paired rearrangement point that would classify the event as an

inversion.On the other hand, unpaired inversionswith a relatively

short distance between their breakpoints could occur when a DNA

double-strand break results in a truncated chromosome, followed

by the replication of the DNA and the joining of the two neigh-

boring ends by a DNA repair mechanism in a head-to-head or tail-

to-tail fashion (resulting in a fusion of + and – strands of the sister

chromatids) (Fig. 6). Due to the fusion, the two sister chromatids

cannot be separated in mitosis and a new break could occur to

initiate a new fusion. This mechanism has been described pre-

viously as a breakage-fusion-bridge (BFB) cycle (for review, see

Tanaka and Yao 2009) and a distance of a few kilobases between

head-to-head fusion points has been reported (Lo et al. 2002;

Okuno et al. 2004; Bignell et al. 2007). Gastric tumor 17,whichhad

themost rearranged and amplified genome among the four gastric

tumor samples (Fig. 2), showed an accumulation of short-distance

unpaired inversions in the amplified regions on chromosomes 5,

11, 12, and 18 (Supplemental Fig. 27). This pattern can be

explained by BFB cycles that are known to result in amplifications

(Tanaka and Yao 2009). The dPET counts implied that a trans-

location between chromosomes 5 and 18 (cluster size, n = 382)

preceded a double-strand break and a subsequent tail-to-tail fusion

of chromosome 5 at 39.2Mb by an unpaired inversion (cluster size,

n = 118) (Fig. 6). Further breaks and fusions amplified the chro-

mosomes 5 and 18 segments. A break in a postulated second BFB

cycle resulted in two sister chromatid fusions, which showed

a larger distance between their breakpoints of 390 and 450 Kb,

respectively, and involved a loss of 1.5 Mb. The data imply the

propagation of different populations of rearranged chromosomes,

which together result in the amplification of the two loci. We

observed a larger number of small (<10 Kb) unpaired inversions per

chromosome in the gastric cancer samples than in the breast

cancer samples (P = 0.00587). This might indicate that BFB cycles

are more characteristic for gastric rather than for breast cancer.

Discussion

We have comprehensively characterized SVs of 15 human cancer

genomes and two normal human genomes by paired-end-tag se-

quencing and mapping analysis. The use of a 10-Kb insert size for

DNA–PET analysis allows the identification of breakpoints within

repetitive or homology-containing regions of a few kilobases in

size and results in a higher physical coverage compared with small

insert libraries with the same sequencing effort. The latter is based
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Figure 4. Architecture and genealogy of amplifications in MCF-7. (A) Copy-number plots of chromosomes 1, 3, 17, and 20 with amplified regions (red
boxes). (B) Concordant tag distributions are shown for amplified genomic regions (top, green track). Genomic segments between predicted breakpoints
are indicated by colored arrows (middle) and dPET clusters with cluster sizes greater than 140 are represented by horizontal lines flanked by dark red and
pink arrows indicating 59 and 39 anchor regions (bottom). Small to large dPET clusters are arranged from top to bottom. All but three dPET clusters were
classified as complex. Mapping characteristics are described by: (Del) deletion; (IT) isolated translocation; (UI) unpaired inversion; (TD) tandem dupli-
cation. Cluster sizes are given for each cluster. (C ) Possible genealogy of amplification. TD1,176 occurred early and subsequent rearrangements have
pasted TD1,176 in different genomic contexts (G). (D–F ) Double-color FISH using probes flanking TD1,176. Red, chr20:51,920,860–52,096,191; green,
chr20:55,137,293–55,311,637. Double signals (filled arrowheads) indicate the fusion of the two loci and single signals indicate the normal genomic
distance (open arrowhead). (D) Metaphase chromosomes, (E ) metaphase nucleus, and (F ) interphase nucleus showing amplification and fusion of
breakpoint flanking sequences. (H ) BMP7 (left) and ZNF217 (right) are juxtaposed by the TD1,176 rearrangement in a distance of 15,159 bp. (I ) Models
of local and interchromosomal amplification. Chromosomes are represented by gray and green horizontal lines. Amplified segment is represented by
a red arrow. The initial tandem duplication (left) allows local amplification between two sister chromatids or homologous chromosomes (top) or
interchromosomal translocation (bottom).
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on the fact that a given number of long fragments (long-distance

PETs) in a genomic region results in more overlap than the same

number of short fragments. The recently reported study by

Stephens et al. (2009) on breast cancer genome structures using

short DNA fragments may have insufficient physical coverage of

the genome to map rearrangements in complicated genomic re-

gions without dramatically increasing the sequencing coverage.

Thus, long span DNA paired-end approaches such as outlined here

represent a parsimonious and cost-effective approach to compre-

hensively map structural mutations in cancers.

From the data generated in this study, some characteristic

patterns of SVs in cancer genomes emerged. We observed that in-

versions, insertions, and deletions are more commonly seen in

germ-line SVs; whereas somatic rearrangements present in cancer

genomes are over-represented in tandem duplications, unpaired

inversions, isolated translocations, and in amplified complex re-

gions. Such distinction is likely due to mechanistic differences:

SVs with germ-line origins are meiotic recombinants, whereas so-

matic SVsmay use a variety ofmechanisms includingmitotic DNA

repair, transcription-mediated recombination, and generation of

double-minute structures (Murnane and Sabatier 2004; Kuttler and

Mai 2007; Gu et al. 2008; Lin et al. 2009).

The precise and quantitative connectivity assessment of fu-

sion points in amplified regions by dPET clusters provided an op-

portunity to delineate the genealogy of amplifications in cancer

genomes. In the examples of breast and gastric cancer that we

examined, we have gathered evidence to show that large tandem

duplications as well as unpaired inversions appear to be early

events triggering a subsequent cascade of extensive amplification

centered around the junction region. Though it remains a possi-

bility that the tandem duplication may simply function as a

‘‘marker’’ for regional genomic instability, the propagation of the

precise tandem duplication through progressive amplification in

several cancer genomes suggests that particular tandem duplications

Figure 5. The architecture of an amplification in primary breast tumor 14. (A) Concordant tag based copy-number estimate for chromosome 9 indicates
an amplification of the distal region of 9p. (B) Concordant tag distribution of chromosome 9 position 2–10 Mb (top, green track). Genomic segments
between predicted breakpoints are indicated by colored arrows (middle) and dPET clusters with cluster sizes greater than eight are represented by
horizontal lines flanked by dark red and pink arrows (bottom). Abbreviations for mapping characteristics of dPET clusters are described in Figure 4. (C )
Genomic structure of KDM4C. Location of amplified deletion (Del25) is indicated by dashed vertical lines. (D) Sequencing result of RT–PCR confirms the in-
frame deletion transcript with the more upstream located exon 1.
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have ‘‘driver’’ function. The evolutionary signature of an initiator–

amplification cycle is further supported by the observation in the

K562 cell line where the BCR-ABL1 balanced translocation be-

tween chromosomes 9 and 20 has been subsequently amplified in

other parts of the genome (Fig. 2).

It is not clear what mechanisms dictate the initial structure

of the early events for amplification and why epithelial cancer

genomes favor local duplication, whereas leukemia genomes pre-

fer interchromosomal translocation. The difference at this level

may be associated with the spatial state of chromosome confor-

mation in particular cell types and the microenvironment of selec-

tive pressure where the primary cells reside. However, the subse-

quent amplification mechanisms appear to be similar in different

cancer types.

Figure 6. Accumulation of short-span unpaired inversions in amplified regions of gastric tumor 17. (A) PET mapping pattern of short-span unpaired
inversions and the interpretation. Themapping of a 59 anchor (dark red arrow) to the + strand and a 39 anchor (pink arrow) to the – strand indicates a head-
to-head fusion (red arrows) with increasing chromosomal coordinates closer to the breakpoint (top) and a 59 – strand/39 + strandmapping indicates a tail-
to-tail fusion with decreasing chromosomal coordinates closer to the breakpoint (bottom). UI120 and UI118 in B are examples of head-to-head and tail-to-
tail fusions, respectively. (B) Amplifications on chromosomes 5 and 18 of gastric tumor 17 are indicated by concordant tag counts (green). Cancer
structural rearrangements with dPET cluster sizes >15 are indicated by dark red and pink arrows for 59 and 39 anchors, respectively. Abbreviations and
figure structure are described in the legend of Figure 4B. Unpaired inversions with a breakpoint distance <40 Kb are indicated by asterisks. (C ) Schematic
representation of an isolated translocation between chromosome 5 (green) and 18 (gray). Black circles represent centromeres; blue X represents site of
recombination; gray arrows indicate the direction of increasing genomic coordinates. (D) Interpretation of accumulated short unpaired inversions in
amplifications by BFB cycles.
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Complex rearrangements and extensive amplification are

much more abundant in the cancer cell lines than in primary

tumors. This is likely due to additional rearrangements that are

acquired during in vitro passages of the cell lines. However, de-

tailed analysis of these rearrangements could provide an evolu-

tionary model that ‘‘amplifies’’ the functional importance of any

particular rearrangement. To a degree, such a rearrangement map

of a highly passaged cell line may represent a steady state of ge-

nome fitness for a specific cancer, especially for in vitro conditions.

It is well known that cancers from different lineages such as

epithelial and mesenchymal origins harbor very different genetic

rearrangements: Balanced translocations are predominantly found

in mesenchymal cancers, whereas complex rearrangements are

a hallmark of mature epithelial cancers. Our focus on two epithe-

lial cancers, breast and gastric, was an attempt to assess the dif-

ferences between two distinct epithelial cancers that arise from

very different epidemiologic etiologies. We found, within the

limitations of sample size, that breast and gastric cancer genomes

have some comparable structural characteristics. Both cancers

show an enrichment of tandem duplications, unpaired inversions,

isolated translocations, and complex rearrangements. In breast

and gastric cancer, tandem duplications are larger than other SV

categories and have a higher chance of enclosing genes. However,

gastric cancer rather than breast cancer shows signatures that are

compatible with the breakage-fusion-bridge (BFB) model, which

might suggest different mechanisms of genome instability.

The mapping of primary tumor genomes demonstrated in this

study validated the feasibility of using large-span paired-end-tag

sequencing to characterize clinical samples for genome structural

variations. With further optimization for the current prototype of

DNA–PET analysis and the continuous drop of sequencing cost, we

expect this approach to be sufficiently robust and cost effective to be

applied in clinical settings for genetic diagnostics of cancer patients

and other genetic disease patients.

Methods

Cell culture

The human cell lines MCF-7, SKBR3, T47D, HCT116, and K562

were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC)

and TMK1was kindly provided by Dr Y. Ito (National University of

Singapore; Agency for Science, Technology and Research, Singa-

pore). Cell lineswere grownunder standard culture conditions and

harvested at log phase.

Clinical tumor samples

Tissue samples were obtained from five patients who had undergone

surgery for breast cancer at the University Hospital Stockholm, Swe-

den, and from four patients who had undergone surgery for gastric

cancer at the National University Hospital of Singapore. All breast

tumors were from European patients and belonged to the basal-like

subgroup based on microarray expression data. These samples were

anonymized prior to sequencing and analysis; therefore, no clinical

data are available. The gastric cancer specimens were from four male

patients with advanced-stage gastric cancer (TNM stage 3a—gastric

tumor 28, stage 3b—gastric tumor 26, stage 4—gastric tumors 17 and

38, respectively) of Chinese (gastric tumors 17, 28, 38) and Malay

(gastric tumor 26) ethnicity. Histologically, gastric tumor 26 was

a Lauren classification diffuse-type, poorly differentiated signet ring

cell carcinoma, while gastric tumors 17 and 38 were Lauren classifi-

cation mixed-type, poorly differentiated signet ring cell carcinomas,

and gastric tumor 28 was a Lauren classification intestinal-type

moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma.

Genomic DNA extraction

The genomic DNA of cell lines was extracted by Blood & Cell

Culture DNA Kits (Qiagen) and DNA of tumor samples was

extracted using AllPrep DNA/RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to

the manufacturer’s instruction.

DNA–PET library construction, sequencing, and mapping

We prepared and sequenced DNA fragments with the Applied

Biosystems SOLiD system using 5–11.5 Kb fragments of hydro-

sheared genomic DNA (Supplemental Fig. 2). Paired-end (Applied

Biosystems terminology:mate-paired) librarieswere constructed as

described in Supplemental Figure 1. For gastric tumor 17, LMPCAP

adaptors with only a single 59 phosphorylated end were ligated to

the hydro-sheared DNA, thus creating a nick on each strand after

circularization of the DNA. Both nicks were translated >50 bp into

the circularized genomic DNA fragment by DNA polymerase I, and

paired-end tags of >50 bp were released by T7 exonuclease and S1

nuclease. SOLiD sequencing adaptors P1 and P2 were ligated to the

library DNA. High-throughput sequencing of the 2 3 25-bp li-

braries and the 2 3 50-bp gastric tumor 17 library was performed

on SOLiD sequencers according to the manufacturer’s recommen-

dations (Applied Biosystems). Sequence tags were mapped to the

human reference sequence (NCBI Build 36), allowing two color-

code mismatches for 25-bp reads and six mismatches for 50-bp

reads and paired using the SOLiD System Analysis Pipeline Tool,

Corona Lite (Applied Biosystems) (Supplemental text). If sequence

tags had multiple mapping locations and one of them was located

in the expected distance and orientation to its mate, this location

was chosen by a process termed ‘‘rescue’’ (Supplemental text).

PET sequence analysis

PET extraction, classification, clustering of dPETs, identification of

SVs and analysis of dPET cluster connectivity by superclustering

was performed as described in the Supplemental text.

Cross-genome comparison

Comparison of clusters across different genomes was performed

based on an overlap of the 59 and 39 anchor regions extended by 10

Kb on both sides. If the 59 anchor region of a cluster of a second

library was overlapping with the 59 extended anchor region of

a cluster of the first library and the same was true for the 39 anchor

regions, the two clusters were grouped together and the 10-Kb

extension of the anchor regions were adjusted according to the

outermost start and end anchor coordinates. Breakpoint locations

of the pooled coordinates were used to compare the identified SVs

with SVs in the database of genomic variants (http://projects.

tcag.ca/variation/) (Iafrate et al. 2004), paired-end sequencing

studies of noncancer individuals (Korbel et al. 2007; Kidd et al.

2008), and paired-end sequencing data of 24 breast cancer ge-

nomes (Stephens et al. 2009). The fraction of an SV that overlapped

with another event was calculated by the percentage of overlap

relative to the larger event.Gene annotationswere based onRefSeq

Genes downloaded from UCSC (http://genome.ucsc.edu/) (Rhead

et al. 2010) on May 14, 2009 using library-specific breakpoints.

Statistical analysis

A two-tailed x
2 test was used to test for differences between the

fractions of cancer and normal breakpoints with sequence
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homologies and to test whether the proportion of normal and

cancer breakpoints in gene deserts, genes, and regulatory regions

was in accordance with the size proportion of the respective re-

gions relative to the human genome. Mann-Whitney U Test was

applied to compare SV size distributions between normal samples

and the different cancer categories and to test for differences be-

tween the frequency of short unpaired inversions per chromosome

of breast and gastric cancer genomes.
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